Summer Institute:  June 20 to 24

The Summer Institute is coming soon!

We have booked rooms in Jones Tower, one of the Ohio State University dormitories—These are Single Rooms, with airconditioning.

NOTE: Sheets will be provided. You will need to bring your own towels.

We encourage everyone to be a Residential Scholar, but recognize that some would prefer to be Commuter Scholars.

To help us plan, we just need to know by May 14 which you prefer:

Your Name: __________________________________________

☐ I want to be a Residential Scholar and stay on the OSU Campus

☐ I want to be a Commuter Scholar and stay where I will

All participants (boarders and day students) will be provided meal cards to an OSU dining hall

I understand that there are also double rooms in Jones, if you prefer a roommate. We will have plenty space for everyone to have a room of one’s own. You will stay in a SINGLE ROOM unless you request otherwise by checking below:

☐ Double Do you have a specific roommate in mind?

Name: ________________________________________________
Jones Tower:  
An Ohio State University  
Residence of Distinction

101 Curl Dr  
Columbus, OH 43210

This building is air conditioned, and the rooms look something like the following:

It is on the north side of campus, near Lane Ave. It is **Building 267** on map below: